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Yeadon Crag 
 
Yeadon Crag is the southernmost end of the crag series which runs south from Sypeland and is 

unquestionably one of the most significant Wild Bouldering developments of recent years in 

Yorkshire. The rock is good quality but needs careful treatment in places—some of the flakes are 

delicate and in places the patina of the rock is thin. Climbing damp rock is absolutely forbidden. 

The centerpiece is the huge Prune Boulder. The other boulders are shorter but by no means 

more forgiving and climbs here are generally a fight at their respective grades. Landings are 

impeccable and the lines are strong, especially those which haven’t been climbed yet… Situated 

right on the lip of the moor above the village of Wath the outlook is spectacular to say the least—

to watch the sun go down on a clear summer’s evening is a privilege. 

 

Parking and Approach: Boots or wellies are a must as the approach has a small, unavoidable 

boggy patch. 

 
In Pateley Bridge, take King Street (the first left after the bridge if coming from Greenhow Hill) 

and follow it as it narrows past the church. Continue towards the village of Wath. Where the road 

forks (red letterbox at the fork) go right and climb steeply up to a T junction. Turn right and after 

500m park at a gate (don’t block it!) opposite a quarry that sits below the level of the road.  

Walk through the gate and head along a track, forking right after a short while. Continue on this, 

past a trig point on the left. Shortly after this, follow the wall as it turns away from the track. 

Before reaching the crossroads of two walls, pass through Yorkshire’s Best Kept Grouse Butt 2015 

and continue North to the crossroads. Cross the wall carefully and follow the wall downhill until 

level with the crag before cutting across to the Prune Buttress. 

 

Access: The crag and approach is all open access. However the farmer and gamekeeper have 

expressed concerns about ground nesting birds. Please follow the description above to the letter 

to minimize the risk of disturbing a grouse nest. Absolutely no dogs allowed.
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Low Roof 
Left of the low roof is a short wall. Ever On 
(Font 5, SDS) climbs this via the most 
appealing route. 
 
1/ Western Fists   Font 6A+ 
SDS. An archetypal Yeadon sandbag to 
start you off. The far left hand end of the 
low roof. 
 
2/ Power by The Hour   Font 7A 
Start as for Western Fists and traverse the 
flake-break. Keep going and going to finish 
up Pockets. Going straight up at the lip is 
2a/ Days of the Weak Font 6c 
 
3/ Power Royale   Font 7A 
A superior start to Battle Royale. Climb 
PbtH to a finish up BR. Maybe 7A+? 
 
4/ Pateley Power   Font 7A 
Climb PbtH into SOP. 

5/ Bounce By The Ounce   Font 7A 
An extremely pumpy exercise. Climb PbtH 
to the junction with Battle Royale. Traverse 
the large break back left to finish up 
Western Fists. 
 
6/ Straight Outta Pateley   Font 7A 
Climb the centre of the roof from the back 
of the roof using the big undercut. Finish 
direct. 
 
7/ Battle Royale   Font 6C+ 
On the RHS of the roof. Start in a thin 
undercut in the roof, swing to the lip and 
battle upward through the obvious pocket. 
 
8/ Bruce’s Barney   Font 6B 
SDS. At the extreme RHS of the roof, 
scratch and scrape, and have a rest on the 
way if you need it! 
 
9/ Pockets   Font 5+ 
The scrittly pockets at the extreme right of 
the buttress. 
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Moving South from Low Roof there are 
two large upturned boulders with slabby 
front faces – the Grim Slabs. Just left of 
these is a long, short buttress with a large 
break running along it’s lower half. This is 
the Split Bloc. 

 
Split Bloc 
 
1/ Sit Down   Font 6B+ 
SDS. Start on the right at a good pocket. 
Pop to the ledge and traverse left, past the 
notch and pockets. 
 
2/ No Sardines!   Font 6B 
Start as for Sit Down and climb direct. 
 
Grim Slabs Left 

 
3/ Flakes R Us   Font 4+ 
SDS. Up the obvious creaky flakes on the 
LHS. 
 
4/ Don’t Pull Hard   Font 6A 
SDS. From large pocket up the obvious 
middle flake line. 
 
5/ JDI   Font 5 
SDS. Obvious right hand flake line near the 
corner. 

 
Grim Slabs Right 
 
6/ Left Arête   Font 3 
Smear up next to the Left hand arête. 
 
7/ Middle   Font 4 
Straight up the middle of the slab. 
 
8/ Right   Font 3 
Up the right hand side without using the 
big step at half height. 
 
9/ Across   Font 5 
Left arête to shelf on far right, low feet. 
  

Grim Slabs Right 
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Will Hunt on The Cestrian (Font 7A+). 
Photo: John Hunt 
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A further 100m south from the Grim Slabs  
area is a set of 3 Blocs. 
 
Rock Waves – Bottom Boulder 
1/ Kirsty’s Climb   Font 3 
LHS of left arête. 
 
2/ Durus    Font 6B 
SDS. Pull out from flakes to a big flat hold 
before battling up the groove using the 
arête. 
 
3/ Freya   Font 5 
Into the letterbox direct.  
 
4/ Mrs. Ladybird Face   Font 5 
To the letterbox from the right. 
 
5/ Zahra   Font 5 
The front slab direct at the highest point. 
 
6/ Leah in a Catsuit   Font 3+ 
Right hand slab to super sloper finish. 

Moving up the slope is: 
Rock Waves – Middle Boulder 
7/ Golly   Font 3+ 
LHS of left arête – ramp in for  feet. 
 
8/ Tea Leaf   Font 5+ 
Right hand side of the left arête. 
 
9/ Mr Jolly   Font 5 
Up the left hand groove finishing right. 
 
10/ Warlock   Font 6B 
Start on good square hold, reach up left to 
nose. Warlock SDS: Font 6B+. 
 
11/ Ajax   Font 6B 
From the flat hold go right on sloping 
holds. Ajax SDS: Font 6B+. 
 
12/ The Earl of Burl   Font 6C+ 
Start just right of Ajax on fragile flakes. 
Slap steeply up the weaving line of fat 
slopers. Standing start: Font 6C. 
Baron of Burl 6c+ - a SDS from flake/ramp.   

Rock Waves 
Bottom Boulder 
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Lady Lockoff   Font 6b+ 
Start on the big sloper of EoB and goes up 
and right via a crimp. 
 
13/ Polytechnical   Font 6A 
SDS. Left hand side of wide runnel from 
the overhanging low flake. 
 
14/ Norwegian Blue   Font 6A 
SDS. Right side of runnel. 
 
15/ Polly   Font 3+ 
Far right hand side to sloper finish. 
 
16/ The Beiderbecke Affair   Font 6C 
Traverse the obvious line right to left 
finishing up the left hand of Mr Jolly at the 
arête. 
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Rock Waves – Top Level 

 
1/ Looks Easy   Font 6B 
It’s not! Technical moves onto the shelf 
gain the sanctuary of small flakes. 
 

2/ Crush and Burn Font 6c 
Pull on as for Looks Easy. Traverse across 
to finish as for Dom’s Problem. Low in the 
grade. 
 

3/ Small Medium at Large Font 6c 
Hang the pair of holes and low foothold. 
Footwork and slopers lead straight up. Low 
in grade. 
 
4/ Dom’s Problem   Font 7B 
From an undercut in the hole, tussle 
upwards on slopers and pockets. A 
 
5/ Dom’s Problem SDS 7b+ 
SDS adds a little in the way of grade. 
 
6/ Rocky Horror   Font 6C+ 
Start matching the lip and slap, hook, and 
press to a hidden crimp. 

 

 
7/ Rocky Horror SDS Font 7c 
Start sitting with RH edge and LH pocket. 
Numerous ways of linking the edges and 
pockets exist including a double dyno to 
the lip! 
Possibly easier for the short 
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8/ Picture Show Font 6b+ 
From the lip just left of 'The Thread' 
mantle stylishly or not ... 
 
9/ The Thread   Font 7A 
A moorland masterpiece. SDS and climb 
through the roof to a wild, slappy finish. 
Font 6C if you can reach from a toe-hook 
at the back of the roof. 
 
10/ Threadbare Font 7a 
Starting with hands on the thread climb 
straight out past the runnel via a pocket. 
Top out the same as 'The Thread' 
 
11/ Silk Road   Font 7a 
SDS right of The Thread at an obvious 
low slot. Move up and out to the 
scooped cleft and cross this to the finish 
of The Thread. 
 
12/ Silk Road Direct Font 6c+ 
Where Silk Road moves left across the 
runnel, mantle the slopers direct 
 
13/ Scrittle   Font 5 
Right hand side of rounded arête using 
pockets for feet. 
 
6/ Mine’s a Mono   Font 5 
Centre of wall via a mono. 
 

 
 
15/ Flawed Arête   Font 5+ 
Arête right of gully using the crimp. Nasty 
top out. 
 
16/ Colon Font 7b 
Morpho. Make a long span between the 
big pocket and the break. It’s not over until 
you’ve stuck the top. 
 
17/ Intestine   Font 5+ 
Simply superb. Beautiful moves up the 
middle of the wall starting in the large 
pocket. 

18/ Our Arms   Font 6C 
Arête direct from the natural borehole 
Tough finish. 
 
19/ Spanknee   Font 6B 
Centre of the narrow end wall using a span 
from the hole on the arête. 
 
20/ Rounded End   Font 5+ 
SDS. Right arête of the Intestine block.   
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21/ United Hates   Font 6C 
Start in a shallow pocket and grab the 
sloping rail above. Match this and pull up 
with difficulty to the top. 
 
22/ Take Me to Church Font 6c+ 
The wall between 'United Hates' and 'Our 
Chapel' starting on edges and passing the 
pockets. 
 
23/ Our Chapel   Font 6C+ 
SDS on the hanging flake. Power up to a 
sloper, match it, and quickly grab the 
pocket. It’s not over till you’re on the top! 

 
 
 

24/ Fimbles   Font 5+ 
Slab on the right to a sloper 
finish. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Toad Boulder 
Mr Toad   Font 6C+ 
On the boulder behind Intestine. SDS and 
make a powerful slap to the lip. Since the 
demise of the starting undercut the SDS 
may not be possible. Standing start: 6C 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Alex Innes Thomson trying hard on the first ascent of the aptly named 
Earl of Burl (Font6C+). Photo: Alex Innes Thomson 
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The Prune 
The first buttress seen when walking in is 
the centerpiece of the crag – the mighty 
Prune. All are very good and development 
is ongoing……. 
 
Left of the Prune is a long, short wall. 
There is currently one problem. Half a 
Smile (Font 5+): SDS at the left of 2 holes 
and make a hard pull to the smiling break. 
 
Note: the rock is a little soft – please 
ensure all holds are dry before climbing as 
they are fragile damp. 

 
Pruneaux a L’Armangnac   Font 7c 
The obvious tall rib on the left of The 
Prune. Start on the boulder and use a high 
heel on the left to reach the hole 
(spotter!). A high crimp  on the right and 
holds around the rib enable a rock-over 
onto a fragile edge to be made, and the 
top gained with difficulty. 
 
Pruneaux a L’Armangnac Assis   Font 7c+ 
From sitting with RH in the big pocket and 
LH in the small pocket squeeze up the 
small prow to gain the starting holds of the 
standing. 

 
1/ The Cestrian   Font 7A+ 
A delicate and slightly highball wall climb 
of great quality. Gain a standing position 
on a vague shelf and high step to glory. 
 
2/ Make My Heart Fly   Font 6A 
One of Yorkshire’s finest solos at the 
grade. Cast fear from your mind and just 
climb it. The front face of the Prune via the 
obvious line of pockets, direct to the 
groove in the top, where one will 
encounter the crux! 
 

 
3/ The Arkenstone   Font 7A+ 
Another tricky, technical wall with a heart 
fluttering finish. Start in the crack and 
climb the wall just left, linking a crimp in 
the vague runnel into pockets with 
difficulty. When you hit the top break, 
move urgently left to an emergency exit up 
MmHF. 
 
Oakenshield Font 7a+ 
Starting in the same place of The 
Arkenstone head straight up via some 
ripples to gain pockets and then the top 
break. Top out direct just right of the large 
runnel. Morpho - Some long reaches.  

The Prune 
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Hole Buttress 
Opposite the Prune is the Hole Buttress . 
There is not a huge amount of climbing to 
go at, but definitely do not leave the crag 
until you have stood in the right place to 
see the guardian of the mighty Prune! 

 
Eragon Font 6b 
Just right of the Dragon’s Eye. RH in big 
hole LH on obvious sidepull. 
Step up and left then on to a round finish. 
Font 5 from standing. 
 
Brisingr Font 6a+ 
Step onto the shelf and make a long reach 
for a good hold. Pull up and gain a dish to 
finish. 

 
Opener Font 5+ 
The north wall of Hole Buttress from the 
pedestal and over the top to a dish. 
 
Plum Dreaming    Font 6c+ 
The NW arête. A grand technical 
exercise. 
 
 

 
 
 
.  

Will Hunt on the first ascent of The Arkenstone 
(Font 7A+). Photo: Ben Finley. 
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Over the Track 
This is the continuation of the main crag 
southwards. This area is best reached from 
part-way along the approach. 
 
The rock here is poorer than the main crag 
though there are some worthwhile lines. 
The first boulder is a square-ish lump of 
grit with two climbable faces, directly by 
the track. 
 
Trackside Boulder 
 
36/ Tight Arête   Font 3 
SDS in the trench and climb the LHS of the 
short right hand arête (looking up the 
slope). 
 
Passing a slabby tower, walk uphill for 
150m. Here a small upturned block with 
perfect rock waits for you. 
 
Smoove Slab 
 
37/ Fin Slab Font 3 
Left hand side of slab by the fin hold. 
 
38/ Smoove Groove Font 3 
Up the shallow groove. 
 
39/ Smoove Font 4+ 
Smear up the blank slab. 

40/ His Rib Font 3 
The left hand rib. 
 
41/ Her Rib Font 3 
The right hand rib. 
 
The other promising looking blocks around 
Smoove Slab have poor rock if you fancy a 
scrabble, however the more solid edge 
behind has more worthy lines. 
 
Spring Groove 
 
42/ Spring Groove Font 6A 
Delicate layback up the ramp and crack to 
a sloper finish, looks a lot harder. A gem. 
 
43/ Breezy Nose   Font 5+ 
To the right of Spring Groove. SDS and 
climbing the right arête from the two 
Huecos, then straight up.  


